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Key points
  IFOAM report back
  Update of Te Reka o 

Te Kai - FORST 
Funded Research 
Project

  TWKO 
recommendations to 
OANZ arising from 
IFOAM 2008 
participation.

Vandana Shiva, Opening Plenary, IFOAM, Modena, 2008 



Objectives of the Trip
 1.Investigate how other 

indigenous cultures are 
engaging with organics, both 
nationally and internationally. 

2.To promote Te Waka Kai Ora 
and Aotearoa on the world 
organic stage. 

3.Initiate contact and develop 
relationships with other 
countries organisations and 
individuals that share mutual 
indigenous values. 



Objective 1
 There are six options that other peoples from the 

global South and indigenous peoples are engaging 
with to further the development of organic 
agriculture in their communities.  

•  Participatory Guarantee Systems (PGS), 
•  Group Certification 
•  Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)  
•  Social Justice (SJ) standards, reguations or certifications, 
•  Geographical Indicators 
•  Regional Organic Standards 



Participatory Guarantee Systems
  IFOAM Task Force: PGS 

Concept Document, Detailed 
Case Studies, Guidelines for 
establishing a PGS, FAQ & 
Self Evaluation Documents 

  Benefits of transparency and 
knowledge sharing in 
community based process 

  A successful PGS can be 
easily turned into an effective 
ICS 

  PGS included in current 
revision of the IFOAM Organic 
Guarantee System 



Community Supported Agriculture

  A certification system was not 
considered necessary when 
introduced, we think trust is a 
good standard. S.Hashimoto 

  …and when it rains its raining 
on their land and they bring 
their children out and see their 
veges growing on their land. 
This is the kind of relationship 
that is needed if we are really 
going to make a shift on how 
this planet is going. Charts, 
reports, films, stats etc are not 
going to do it. Something 
deeper has to happen. Farmer 
John 



Social Justice Standards
  The values of organic 

agriculture, Fairness, Care, 
Ecology and Health, are not 
necessarily reflected in current 
organic standards 

  Civil and political rights 
  Social, cultural, and economic 

rights 
  Fair Trade Movement, Pacific 

Standards,  



Group Certification

  Meets the needs of 
cooperatives of smallholders 
who produce the same export 
commodity eg bananas, tea, 
coffee, cocoa, cotton, sugar 
cane 

  Enables the cooperative of 
farmers to share one 
certification process  

  Significantly minimises  the 
cost of certification 



Geographical Indicators
  Identifies product of a 

specific locality 
  Well known examples Blue 

Mountain Coffee, Basmati 
Rice, Darjeeling Tea  

  Values: local development 
and governance; cultural 
aspects and tradtional 
methods of production and 
uniqueness of 
ecoagricultural enviornment 

  Protected by certification 
marks, denomination of 
origin, collective 
membership marks and sui 
generis 



Regional Organic Standards

  Pacific Organic Standard - 
22 Pacific Countries 

  East African Organic 
Products Standard 
(EAOPS) - Uganda, 
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda 
and Burundi, approved 
May 2007. 

  Regional Standards 
required to reflect regional 
ecoagricultural conditions 

  Aligned with IFOAM and 
CODEX international 
standards 



Objective Two - Promote TWKO 
on the World Stage

  Organic Fiber and Textiles 
and Viticulture Themes

  GMO and Seed Security
  Social Justice Sessions
  Short Supply Chain 

Sessions 
  Regional Standards
  Women and Agriculture
  Gala Dinner
  IFOAM General Assembly



The fashion industry has arrived… 



Objective Three
Initiate contact and 

develop relationships 
with other countries 
organisations and 
individuals that share 
mutual indigenous 
values. 



Objective 4…



Key IFOAM learnings to take 
into the research project

  Widen our thinking regarding standards and 
certification to include social justice 
standards, CSA approaches, protection 
mechanisms for geographical indicators and 
participatory guarantee schemes.

  Ensure we link in with the development of the 
Pacific Standard.

  Ensure we maintain our international organic 
sector networks



Update on FRST Maori organic 
Standards project
  3 year term, $660,000
  Hosted by Te Atawhai o te Ao, in Whanganui
  Structure: Roopu Taumata
  Project Mgr: Gretta Carney
  Researchers: John Reid, Jessica Hutchings, 

Hinga Marsh, Paul Reynolds, Cheryl Smith
  Community Based Researchers
  Regional Approach



Key Research Questions
  Ascertaining the matauranga base to organic 

food production
  Establishing hua parakore based on tikanga 

Maori for food production
  Determining a pathway for the adoption and 

uptake of hua parakore 
  We will keep you posted as the research 

progresses…..



Recommendations
  That OANZ:

  Continue to prioritize the relationship building and 
meetings of synergies between TWKO and OANZ.

  Incorporate TWKO in the marketing of the Organics 
Sector Internationally, specifically Biofac 2009

  Ensure a close working relationship is maintained 
and support communication efforts to inform the 
organics sector of the TWKO FRST funded ‘Maori 
organic standards’ project

  Financially enable a TWKO delegation to IFOAM 
2011 in South Korea. 




